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From time to time, with seeming regularity, women
who have devoted themselves to religious and charitable
work achieve heroic stature in popular culture. Times
past have borne witness to the ascendancy of the images
of Florence Nightingale, Clara Barton, Jane Addams, and
Mary Baker Eddy. Today, perhaps no ﬁgure has come
to symbolize undiluted goodness, piety, and compassion more than the small, elderly, Albanian nun, Agnes
Bojaxhiu–known to millions as Mother Teresa. Might
it be, however, that both the image and the reality of
Mother Teresa serve more sinister purposes than at ﬁrst
meet the eye? Christopher Hitchens answers this question in the aﬃrmative and presents in this book a series
of pointed, trenchant, and eﬀective arguments aimed at
undermining the myth of Mother Teresa.

man Catholics–until one reads the succeeding chapters
of the text. Mother Teresa is thought to work in service
to the poor. In fact, however, according to the testimony
of international health professionals (such as the editors
of e Lancet) and a few of her former colleagues (one
wonders if they are representative), her clinics and darkly
named “Houses of the Dying” oﬀer remarkably lile in
terms of diagnostics, treatment, and analgesia. She herself oen seeks the most advanced medical care when
aﬄicted. In Hitchens’s portrait, Mother Teresa cares little for the suﬀering of the downtrodden and uses them
as instruments to advance her secular ambitions of outlawing abortion, founding a religious order, and being
recognized among the earth-bound as a saint.
ough Mother Teresa claims to be apolitical, she
actively endorses the most brutal of right-wing governments and movements. Hitchens documents these political acts. Mother Teresa is, in short, a right-wing fundamentalist with vicious secular ambitions who has been
seized upon by the tyrants of this world to valorize their
own agendas.

In order to subvert Mother Teresa’s chances for canonization, Hitchens organizes his text around the three
central Catholic criteria for deciding whether or not an
individual is in fact a saint: 1) the performance of a miracle; 2) good works and heroic virtues; and 3) the curious
quality of ubiquity. Does, however, Hitchens’s structuring his book in this way mark simply an aempt to disHow has this happened? According to Hitchens,
credit Mother Teresa on her own terms or (also) his hav- Mother Teresa is the product of the image-making power
ing arrogated to himself the absolute moral authority to of contemporary mass media, the desire of the privileged
which the Church makes claim?
to salve the knowledge of their indiﬀerence, and the abMother Teresa’s “miracle” is the production of di- surd appetite of popular religion and the “vaguely revine light in an otherwise darkened room, an event pur- ligious” for saints and holy spectacles. Yet, the same
portedly captured on ﬁlm by one of the midwives of dialectic that calls forth sanctiﬁed heroines in poputhe Teresa myth, Malcom Muggeridge, in the course of lar culture also elicits a negative anti-hero in response.
ﬁlming for his 1969 BBC documentary, Something Beau- In Christopher Hitchens’s book, the popular myth of
tiful for God. e only miracle Hitchens can detect in Mother Teresa has met its antithesis.
this is the power of Kodak ﬁlm to perform in relatively
is review is copyrighted (c) 1996 by H-Net and the
dark spaces–as well as, perhaps, Muggeridge’s charming Popular Culture and the American Culture Associations.
credulity.
It may be reproduced electronically for educational or
Demystifying camera tricks is, of course, a rather scholarly use. e Associations reserve print rights and
trivial aﬀair, and one is apt to suspect that the spirit ani- permissions. (Contact: P.C.Rollins at the following elecmating Hitchens is the ghost of Anglican assaults on Ro- tronic address: Rollins@osuunx.ucc.okstate.edu)
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